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We operate with a “wasteless company” model
Dear Stakeholders,
Today, sustainability is not a choice throughout the entire globally

social responsibility, leadership areas that we target for 2024, the 80th

recognised business models, but requires reshaping all organisational

anniversary of our company. In 2018, we financially sustained our success

structures, workflows and mind-sets. Sustainability of the companies'

and reached to a sales volume of 554,000 tons, achieved a turnover of TRY

assets, increasing efficiency in the face of diminishing resources with

6 billion and a real operating profit of TRY 779 million.

increasing costs and preparing for the new world is a key topic for all
companies. Standing out in the global business world and standing against

Developing and growing together with all our stakeholders including

challenges while competition increases day by day, managing the

suppliers, farmers, employees, customers, etc. is of great importance to our

innovations and achieving a sustainable success are only possible with

business approach. We believe it is important to work systematically and

strong and feasible strategies.

together with different stakeholders; hence, we work together with various
stakeholder groups in industrial and international initiatives. We believe that

When we look at our business we see a changing population. We used to

the sustainability journey can only be successful if the company and all

relate our production strategies with increasing population. However, today,

employees are committed. In line with the road map defined to reach our

this data is not sufficient to reshape our strategies. We have a more

targets, we proceed with increasing efforts and contributions of our

demanding, curious and questioning population thanks to digitalisation. We

employees and executives.

do not only see an increasing demand for food, but personal preferences
and requirements. We must understand the new consumer preferences

We also consider our sustainability vision as an opportunity to develop the

and expectations accurately; support our workflow with strategies and

innovation and entrepreneurship skills of our employees. Hence, we use the

programs that are developed to respond changing preferences of

ideas of our employees as means of internal communication through overt

consumers and customers.

innovation with our 'Kaizen Idea'. Last year, our employees submitted 5,500
ideas through 'Kaizen Idea' and we implemented 9% of these ideas.

We always remind ourselves that resources are not as plenty as they were
during the years we were established. We have been committed to the

The improvements in our operations are based on our operational

“wasteless company” model that we inherited from Sabri Ülker, our founder,

excellence project. As part of the project, we implement several excellence

and never compromised from this model since the day we were

tools and quality management systems with the continuous development

established. Hence, we consider the criteria of “wasteless company” model,

approach. These activities result in significant financial and operational

define our action plans accordingly and adapt to the changes in the food

benefits for our company. Ülker proceeds in line with the 'Zero Defect' plan.

sector.
As the first company in Turkey to target a growth strategy with no increase
The success of Ülker Bisküvi mainly comes from producing flour from

in carbon emissions, we keep our total emissions at the same level as in

wheat and using the flour in the production of value-added products such

2014 while we achieve growth in line with our target. On the other hand, our

as biscuits and other snacks via advanced production technologies, as well

Biscuits Factory in Gebze became the first food processing company in the

as the company's investments and exportation figures; hence, contribution

sector certified with the BREEAM 'Green Building Certificate' in Turkey.

to the country's economy. Leading a sustainable transformation process in
the food industry with the purpose of leaving a habitable planet to the next

In the following year, we will continue to take firm steps towards our

generations is among our targets while carrying our company to a further

sustainability targets. I would like to thank all colleagues and stakeholders

level. Thus, we have been following the "wasteless company” model since

who put efforts during the sustainability journey of Ülker Bisküvi.

we were established and in order to become a sustainability leader.
Sincerely,
We are more than happy to proceed step by step towards our sustainability

Mehmet Tütüncü

targets including the environment, value chain, innovation, employees,

Chairman & CEO, Ülker Bisküvi
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About
Ülker Bisküvi

2018 Sustainability Report covers the economic, corporate

Launched its operations in a small

governance, social and environmental performance of Ülker

workshop 74 years ago, our brand is now

Bisküvi Sanayi A. Ş. (Ülker Bisküvi) in Turkey operations between

among the leaders of the world's biscuit

January 1st and December 31st, 2018. The report reflects the

industry. At Ülker Bisküvi, one of the largest

value we create through our business model, also includes our

food companies in Turkey, we produce

future plans.

hundreds of varieties of biscuits,
chocolates and cakes at 6 factories in

We prepared the report in accordance with the GRI Standards:

Turkey and 4 factories abroad. We continue

Core option and used the GRI Food Processing Sector

to produce at a total of ten factories

Disclosures and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board

including Ankara, Karaman,

(SASB) Processed Foods Guidelines as a reference. As part of

Esenyurt/Istanbul, Gebze/Kocaeli,

our leadership approach, we demonstrated the link between our

Silivri/Istanbul, Topkapı/Istanbul, Egypt,

operations and the Sustainable Development Goals and shared

Saudi Arabia (2 factories) as well as

our contribution to these goals.

Kazakhstan, which was included to our
portfolio in 2017.

You can contact us regarding your questions, opinions and
suggestions on this report and our sustainability activities via

We offer our products to consumers in

surdurulebilirlik.platformu@ulker.com.tr.

Turkey besides the Middle East, Central
Asia, Europe, Africa, America and Russia.
We focus on becoming a global brand by

pladis

creating value for people.
In 2018, we reached a sales volume of
554,000 tons, achieved a turnover of TRY 6
billion and a real operating profit of TRY

In 2016, Yıldız Holding’s snacking food group Godiva
Chocolatier, United Biscuits, DeMet’s Candy Company
and Ülker brands were combined to form pladis.
Constituting the largest portion of Yıldız Holding, its
parent company, with its revenues, pladis, a global
company, operates in 180 countries with its various
products and 17,000 employees to meet the demands
and expectations of different consumers in 13
countries worldwide.

779 million.

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

%51

pladis
Foods
Limited

%7,48

Members of
Ülker Family

%41,52

Publicity traded

ANNEXES

GRI
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We care for making
people happy and
being happy while
doing our job.
OUR SUSTAINABILITY
PRINCIPLES

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

We pioneer change while embracing new and

While we pursue the best practices in the sector we

different ideas. We take the necessary steps for

operate in, we aim to do even better. We support all

environmental sustainability by adapting efficiency

stakeholders in the value chain to meet their basic

and excellence in our operations through zero

needs and work together with farmers and

waste generation, carbon-neutral practices,

producers. By combining corporate and sustainable

sustainable water management and raw material

community values, we integrate it to our business

supply.

models.
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY
PRINCIPLES

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

We aim for leadership in the areas we

Our employees are the most important part of

operate. We work very hard and challenge

Ülker Bisküvi's sustainability efforts. We develop

ourselves with the motivation of being the

sustainable approaches for our employees, just

first to provide the best. We continuously

as we do in other areas of our business. We are

generate value for all of our stakeholders

aware that we can achieve success only with the

and investors by internalizing a respectful

collective efforts of our employees. We respect

understanding of competition in

individual differences yet strive as a single team

accordance with the values of our company.

for the same goal. We present a human-centric
approach and create an environment for the
development of new skills. We avoid hierarchy in
our internal communications and value each one
of our employees.

“

We act as a responsible

pioneer in the industry.

By striving in our business with the determination
to succeed and work hard, we are able to exceed

the goals we set for ourselves.

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP
We act as a responsible pioneer in the
industry. By striving in our business with

We emphasize a healthy and active lifestyle by

the determination to succeed and work

providing transparent information to all our

hard, we are able to exceed the goals we

customers and stakeholders. While promoting a

set for ourselves. We follow global

healthy society we also focus on facilitating and

developments, set rules, and provide

simplifying life.

innovative and uniquely transformative
leadership.
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STRATEGIC
APPROACH:
MOVERS
Setting an organisation apart from the
competition and achieving sustainable
success in today’s global business
landscape where competition increases
by the day is only possible through a
sound and applicable strategy.
MOVERS is our new framework that
enables us to apply such a strategy. It’s
a concept, in fact, a lifestyle... It’s the
latest product of our ‘Make Happy, Be
Happy’ philosophy. MOVERS is an
acronym that is made up of the first
letters of six key steps that we need to
keep in mind in everything we do.
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MONEY
The topmost goal of our strategy is to question whether we make money from what
we do. Challenging what we do will increase the efficiency of our work and directly
impact our growth targets.

OBJECTIVES
In order to make money there needs to be a set of objectives that we all embrace and
get us hyped. We need to think of objectives in the long term but, at the same time,
we should phase them out into shorter terms.

VALUE
Our objective is to create values and set ourselves apart from our competitors
through these values. We need to be aware that each step in the value chain has a
potential to create more value.

EVALUATION
In order to create value, it’s imperative to take into account all internal and external factors
that have a potential positive or negative impact on our business results. Effectively
evaluating risks and opportunities will deliver results with a higher probability and success.

RIVALS
Accurately analysing the current competitive landscape and the future of competition
is critical to effective risk and opportunity. We need to closely monitor our competitors
inside and outside of our industry.

SUSTAIN
In business, success which is not sustainable means nothing. That’s why,
sustainability is critical both for our business success and our impact on society and
the environment.
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SUSTAINABILITY
APPROACH
since 2014 and aim
to engage all our employees for raising awareness.

We have achieved significant progress in sustainability
We have always regarded sustainability with our "make happy, be happy" approach as an
essential part of our business since the day we were founded. By touching our entire

Hence, we provide training to our employees and determine our strategy and goals

value chain, we work to develop and grow together with our stakeholders, from soil to

through workshops with various departments.

farmers, from employees to customers. We gather all activities under six areas, i.e.
Environment, Value Chain, Employees, Innovation, Social Responsibility and Leadership.
We continue to be a leading company in the sustainability area with our "This is Our
World" motto. During this journey, we refer to the goals we set for 2024 and our
sustainability principles developed in six areas. We always closely follow national and
international developments and consider contributing to 2030 Sustainable Development
Goals as one of our priorities.
We believe our sustainability efforts can only be successful if the entire company and
employees commit themselves. Hence, we continue working under the leadership of the
Board of Directors with the contributions of all our employees and managers toward the
road map we identified in order to reach our goals. The progress towards these goals are
also evaluated as a part of the performance indicators of employees and managers,
including the CEO.

Our 2024 goals define
the road map we want to
follow in this respect.

Our 2024 goals define
the road map we want to follow in this respect.

We continuously monitor and review our goals. We have been continuously updating
our goals and road maps as part of our new business and growth strategy through
workshops we organised this year together with almost all departments.
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Ülker’s Value Chain

Supply

Production of agricultural raw
materials such as wheat, cocoa etc.
Supply of packages, services and
other goods

Sales and Marketing

Customer management
Responsible marketing
activities

Production

Production of Ülker Bisküvi
products at 10 factories
R&D and Innovation activities
Relations with employees

Logistics

Distribution of products to
sales points
Vehicle fleet optimisation

GRI
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Material Issues
sustainability strategy and practices in line with the material issues that we update regularly every year
through materiality analysis. This analysis helps us to understand our stakeholders' expectations and
global agenda and respond to these in the best possible way. Moreover, we also shape the contents of
reports in line with the material issues.
The inputs of the analyses come from stakeholder opinions, external trends, executive opinions and
company strategy. We regularly contact our stakeholders and ask them about their ideas and
expectations regarding Ülker's material issues and activities. This year, we gathered opinions of the most
important stakeholders identified among different stakeholder groups through surveys. We evaluated
stakeholder opinions we gathered before together with the new results and determined the importance
of the issues for the stakeholders.
We carried out a comprehensive external trend analysis to determine the importance of issues for Ülker

Mid-Level Importance

Importance for Stakeholders I Stakeholder analyses

Material issues constitute one of the founding pillars of our sustainability approach. We guide our

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

High Importance

1

2

3
4

5
8

9

15

18

13

6

10

7
16

11
12
14

Very High Priority

17

20

19

High Priority

Medium Priority

as well as considering the company strategy and executive opinions. We benefitted from international
and industrial initiatives and associations' reports, global trends and peers in the external trend analysis.
Many of our material issues show similarities to the ones set in the previous years. Food wastes and

Importance for Ülker Bisküvi I Strategy + Executive Opinions + External Trends

supply safety are among the new issues. While we continue following the material issues with highest
priority in line with our goals and strategic steps, new issues indicate the areas we plan to focus in the
future.
1 Sustainable raw material supply

11 Sustainability leadership in food sector

2 Food safety and quality

12 Supply security

3 Food waste

13 Supplier relations

4 Occupational health and safety

14 Water risks and management

5 Packaging

15 Product labels

6 R&D and Innovation

16 Balanced nutrition

This World is Ours Area

Material Issue

Environment

Climate change and energy

Value Chain

Sustainable raw material supply

Innovation

R&D and Innovation

Employees

7 Wastes

17 Equal opportunity and diversity

Occupational Health and safety

8 Attracting and retaining talents

18 Responsible marketing

Social Responsibility

Food safety and quality

9 Work ethics and transparency

19 Biodiversity

Leadership

Sustainability leadership in food sector

10 Climate change and energy

20 Social investment programs

GRI
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ENVIRONMENT

Dialogue
with Stakeholders
We place great importance on regular dialogues with both our internal and
external stakeholders and consider it to be one of the founding pillars of
sustainable success. We listen to our stakeholders to reach and go beyond our
goals and include them in the decision-making processes.
We believe in working together with different stakeholders in a systematic way
in order to overcome global challenges. Hence, we work together with different
stakeholder groups in industrial and international initiatives. We establish
partnerships with various organisations such as food associations, World
Cocoa Foundation (WCF), and Producers Association for Cocoa Traceability
and Sustainability (PACTS), and we have the goal to move forward with
stakeholders' contributions and increase the number of collaborations through
active participations on different platforms.
As a part of the "Leaders of the Sustainable Future Summit" hosted by Yıldız
Holding, we support the joint efforts of the business world for sustainability by
participating in this platform.

stakeholder analysis, our
stakeholders; Expect us to continue leading in the field of

According to our

sustainability and transform suppliers by raising their awareness.
Define leadership in sustainability,

R&D and innovation

as well managed, while they consider talent management and
packaging management as improvement areas.

You can access our key stakeholder groups and
means of communication in Annex-1.
You can access lists of our memberships and
collaborations in Annex-2.

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP
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GRI
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ENVIRONMENT

Focus Area Target

Strategy development works are ongoing.

efficiency strategy

40% per unit of production

Sending zero waste to landfills through 100%

recycling

Environment

GRI

CO2 emissions per unit production increased by 0,3%
compared to the previous year.

reached our 2024 goal by reducing water
consumption by 30% per unit production

We

7, 12,
13,15

The rate of waste sent to landfills was 10%.
In the last two years, we reduced return flexible packaging
and parcel package rate by

panels on the roofs of suitable factories

55%.

Identification and feasibility process of factories is ongoing.
We obtained BREEAM Green Building certificate
at GOOD level.

Reducing environmental
through life cycle assessments

We completed life cycle assessments. It guides
reducing the environmental impacts of products.

impact of products

To reduce carbon emissions due to logistics by 20%

15% reduction is achieved.

Developing sustainable packaging strategy and policy

We continue our policy and strategy.

Carrying out activities to reduce

ANNEXES

emissions have remained unchanged since 2014

Obtaining BREEAM Green Building Certificate for
our Gebze Factory

In progress

LEADERSHIP

SDG* Situation

Developing long-term energy

Installing solar

Achieved

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Our carbon

Reducing packaging waste by 50%

Innovation

EMPLOYEES

Growth with zero carbon emission increase

Reducing water consumption by 30% per unit of production

Value Chain

INNOVATION

Progress (compared to 2014)

Reducing carbon emissions by

Environment

VALUE CHAIN

packaging

Behind the target

We reduced 92

us in
2, 8,
12, 13,
17

tons of plastic and 173 tons of paper.

9, 12

*SDG: Sustainable Development Goal

Value Chain

Innovation
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ENVIRONMENT

Focus Area Target

Employees

Achieved

Employees

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Regretted loss rate was

Ensuring that all employees get standard
sustainability training

Approximately 2500 employees got standard
sustainability training

Zero lost days due to workplace accidents

We reduced accident frequency rate by 47% and accident
severity rate by 24% compared to 2016.

At least 500 suggestions from employees each
65-100%.

Continued.
Commitment level of 2017 was 77%.

Reducing the amount of saturated fat, salt
and sugar in all product categories

In last two years, we reduced

727 tons of fat and we
reduced 180 tons of sugar and 17 tons of salt

last year.

Reducing complaints from sales and distribution channels by 20% 7% reduction in last two years.
field of public health

• The sustainable hazelnut agricultural project
• Supporting the World Cocoa Foundation
• Membership of Food Drink Europe and EUFIC

Behind the target

Social Responsibility

GRI

8, 10

Employee turnover rate was 15% in 2018.

To continue projects with leading organizations in the

ANNEXES

2.61% in 2018.

Reducing employee turnover rate to the level of 12%.

In progress

LEADERSHIP

SDG* Situation

Keeping regretted loss rate under 3%

Keeping employee satisfaction between

Leadership

INNOVATION

Progress (compared to 2014)

year under the title of sustainability

Social
Responsibility

VALUE CHAIN

2, 3,
12

17

*SDG: Sustainable Development Goal

Leadership
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SUSTAINABILITY AND
RISK MANAGEMENT
We manage sustainability with a unique structure through Sustainability
Platform. Sustainability Platform's responsibilities include determining
policies, strategies and goals regarding sustainability and receiving
feedbacks from stakeholders. Platform also takes on the task of
coordination and cooperation between business departments.
Moreover, the Platform has the duties of auditing sustainability activities
and reporting these to the Board of Directors and following up the
Directors.

CHAIRMAN
OF BOARD

STAKEHOLDERS

updates in the sustainability strategy and objectives of the Board of

Works are carried out through an integrated approach in various
functions such as R&D, human resources, corporate communication,
financial affairs, operational excellence, quality, HSE (Health, Safety,
Energy, Environment), marketing, purchasing, and supply chain.

FEEDBACKS

employees

HEAD OF
SUSTAINABILITY
PLATFORM
Head of Turkey

R&D

HUMAN LOGISTICS PROCUREMENT
RESOURCES

PLATFORM COORDINATOR
CORPORATE MARKETING
VP OF SUSTAINABILITY, COMMUNICATIONS
OE - HSE & QUALITY

INVESTER
RELATIONS

QUALITY ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, OHS

GRI
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VALUE CHAIN

Risk
Management
Effective management of sustainability risks has a

work to promote risk culture for all our employees

critical role in the continuity of our business. Risk

and place importance on identification and

management includes assessment of financial risks

assessment of risks by each business department.

as well as risks associated with global trends, such
as climate change.

Risk management activities are carried out by the
Risk Committee working under the Board of

We assess and monitor all financial and

Directors. The risk committee is responsible for

non-financial risks across all value chain, from

regularly monitoring the risks identified in the risk

production of agricultural raw material to reaching

matrix, their impact areas, their likelihood of

the customer. We also consider environmental and

occurrence, the responsible units, the first actions to

social risks and analyse their impacts on our

be taken and the types of risks. Committee regularly

activities. We monitor other risks such as exchange

reports to the Board of Directors and is audited

rate, interest risk, changing raw material prices due

independently.

to the impact of climate change, risks of
partnerships in different regions, new investment
risks and compliance with human rights, etc. We

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI
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ANNEXES

ETHICS
In our business, we adopt an ethical approach that considers

are forwarded to Ethical Board which meets every two months

all our stakeholders. Ethical Principles constitutes the main

and resolved with the contribution of different departments

basis of this approach. Ethical Principles determines our

depending on their content such as Human Resources, Legal

relations with our stakeholders while including regulations

and Internal Audit. This year, all of 15 reports received by ethics

regarding anti-corruption and anti-bribery. We shape all our

channel were resolved. 2 corruption incidents were identified,

business processes around Ethical Principles. We track

and one employee was subjected to disciplinary punishment.

non-compliance to Ethical Principles through grievance

There are no public cases of corruption.

channels and we train both our blue- and white-collar
employees and suppliers. This year, 655 employees were

Our ethical working manner also includes respect for human

provided 1-hour ethical principles training, including subjects

rights across the value chain. Our Human Rights Policy was

regarding anti-corruption and bribery.

prepared based on OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises and International Labour Organisation's

Our employees can access Ethical Principles through our

Conventions. We translate the Policy into the languages of the

website and via Human Resources and they can report all their

regions where we operate. We disclose our policy to our

grievances regarding ethical issues. Violations can be reported

stakeholders in Arabic in Egypt and Saudi Arabia and in Kazakh

to etikbildirim@ulker.com.tr. All reports are kept confidential,

and Russian in Kazakhstan.

In our business,
we adopt an ethical
approach that considers
all our stakeholders.

You can access Ülker Bisküvi Ethical Principles via the following link:

You can access Ülker Bisküvi Human Rights Policy via the following link:

GRI
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We recycled
our total waste by

90%

and reused it.
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ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

ENVIRONMENT
We are aware that our activities depend on natural resources and we work to protect the soil, water and
biodiversity and reduce environmental impacts. We continuously review our approach. We contribute to the
sustainability of the industry with the responsibility we feel for environment and through our leading position in
food and agriculture sectors. We evaluate our works in the field of environment in terms of climate change and
energy, water consumption, waste and packaging management and protection of biodiversity.

Goal
Growth
with ZERO

carbon emission

increase

Progress
Our carbon
emissions have
remained
unchanged since

2014

Developing Strategy

long-term development

energy

works are ongoing.

Reducing

CO2 emissions

efficiency strategy

40%

per unit production
increased by 0,3%
compared to the
previous year.

Reducing

We reached our
2024 goal by
reducing water
consumption by

carbon emissions by

per unit of production

water consumption by

30%

per unit of production

30% per unit

production

Progress

Goal
Sending zero waste

to landfills through

100
%
recycling
Reducing packaging

waste by

50%
Installing solar
panels on the roofs
of suitable factories

Obtaining BREEAM

Green Building
Certificate for our
Gebze Factory

Reducing

environmental

impact of
products through
life cycle assessments

The rate of waste
sent to landfills

was 10%.
In the last two years,
we reduced return
flexible packaging
and parcel package
rate by

55%.

Identification and
feasibility process of
factories is ongoing.
We obtained BREEAM
Green Building Certificate
at

GOOD level.

completed

We
life cycle assessments.

It guides us

in reducing the
environmental impacts
of products.

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI
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We monitor our performance with the 2024

standards. Furthermore, we are certified with

goals we set around environmental focus

ISO 50001 Energy Management System

areas. We work to realise these goals and

certificate in all our factories, except our Silivri

minimise our negative environmental impacts.

factory. We have the goal to obtain ISO 50001

Hence, we invested in a total of TRY 1 million in

certificate for our Silivri factory in 2019.

2018 in order to reach our goals and improve

Moreover, we continue updating works at all

our environmental performance.

our factories as part of ISO 50001:2018 which
is the latest version of ISO 50001.

We place great importance on the adoption of
our approach by our employees in order to

We carry out a life cycle assessment for our

reach the environmental goals we set. Hence,

products. This analysis enables us to review

we provide training to our employees about

the environmental impacts of products in all

environment and carry out activities to raise

processes, from raw material to disposal.

awareness. There are criteria regarding

Thus, we use the outputs of completed life

climate change and environment within

cycle analysis for our Biskrem and Çokokrem

personal performance indicators we have

brands for similar product groups to

determined for employees. Thus, we monitor

extensively manage our environmental

and report to the Board of Directors not only

impacts.

the environmental performance of our

Ankara
Esenyurt
Gebze

operations but also performance indicators

We collect opinions and suggestions of all our

set for all employees.

stakeholders in order to improve our

In the management of our environment

environmental performance. Thus, we

performance, both internal policies and

evaluate the expectations of private sector,

international standards guide us. We manage

public sector, NGOs and universities and work

all operations in our factories in line with ISO

in line with our corporate material issues and

9001 Quality Management System and ISO

our strategy.

14001 Environment Management System

Karaman
Silivri

You can access Ülker environment management policy and our

Topkapı

environmental commitments on Ülker Investor Relations website.

: Achieved
: In

progress
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CLIMATE
CHANGE AND
ENERGY

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

9.000

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

financial saving

MWh energy

million

TRY 2.4

Global climate change comes with several
environmental and social challenges due to
increasing occurrences of extreme weather
conditions and droughts, limited or rapidly depleting
natural resources, etc. In particular, business world
has a great role in the combat against climate
change. In order to achieve our environmental goals,
efficient management of particularly carbon
emissions and energy consumption is of great
importance.
While our operation volume constantly grows, our
purpose is to keep the level of our carbon emissions
per product around 2014 levels. Thus, we closely
monitor our scope 1 and scope 2 values which
constitute our direct emission values; and take

corresponds to the consumption of 9,000
households within 2018. This corresponds to a
financial saving of TRY 2.4 million.

980
970
960
950

2016

2017

2018

316
314
312
310
308
306
304
302
300

2016

2017

305

saved a total of 14,200 MWh energy which

990

967

efficiency works within our processes. Thus, we

965

our energy consumption through improvement and

1000
998

are our indirect impacts. We have the goal to reduce

Emission Intensity (CO2e/ton)

304

Energy Intensity

Moreover, we monitor our scope 3 emissions, which

314

necessary actions to improve our performance.

GRI

total saved of

14,200

households

ANNEXES

2018
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constitute one of the main inputs in agriculture
sector and enabling efficiency in water
consumption are among our material issues. We
continue our efforts to enable more efficient
management of water resources that are critical for

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Water Intensity (m3 / ton production)

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

WATER CONSUMPTION BREAKDOWN

200

0.5
2016

2017

2018

performance. We aim to reduce our water
consumption per unit production by 30% compared
to 2014. Thanks to our works, we saved a total of
107,000 m3 in 2018. We used 600 tons of rainwater
by collecting it in our Topkapı factory.

We have already reached the goal set for 2024

reducing our water consumption
per unit production by 30% compared to 2014.

”

0

1.63

2.21

Well
Water

%35
Municipal Water

1.56

1

1.88

726

1.5

400

2014

%64

reduction

2
772

600

0

30%

reduction

As part of 2024 goals, we aim to improve our

“

EMPLOYEES

2.5

32%
846

1000

the continuity of food sector.

by

INNOVATION

12000

800
Protection of water and water resources which

VALUE CHAIN

Total Water Consumption (thousand m3)

1060

WATER
MANAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENT

%1
Rain Water

2014

2016

2017

2018
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PACKAGING
MANAGEMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

WASTES

%90
Recycled

%10

To Landfill

We adopt a responsible production and consumption approach when
designing our production processes. We reduce the amount of waste
we generate; implement cyclical processes for the waste generated
by encouraging recycling and reusing. Thus, we work toward our goal
of recycling 100% of our waste and send zero waste to landfills.
In 2018, we recycled or reused 15,574 tons of waste which
corresponds to 90% of the total waste of 17,362 tons. We monitor not
only our solid waste but also our wastewater values. We discharge
wastewater according to the regulations and we aim to increase the
quality of water we discharge. In line with our 2024 goals, we will
continue our efforts toward reducing our total wastewater by 3%
compared to 2014.

Packaging plays an important role in offering products to consumers in the best
conditions and it also functions as the communication medium enabling us to contact
with consumers directly. Moreover, the packaging is positioned as the last step in the

We sent

40 tons of domestic waste

chain of our environmental impacts. We place great importance on the efficient
packaging management in order to reduce environmental impacts of packaging. Our

generated by our Silivri factory to the incineration plant of

focus in this area is on increasing the recyclable raw material rate used in packaging,

Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality which were being sent

reducing packaging waste and packaging optimisation studies.

we have enabled
energy generation from our waste. In

Life cycle assessment we completed for our products also contribute to the

the next period, Silivri factory plans to send all its domestic

developing packaging standards in line with the life cycle analyses. Furthermore, we

waste to the incineration plant.

completed comprehensive assessments through various regulations to save space in

to landfills before and so

optimisation studies of packaging. We aim to become leaders in the sector by

processes such as parcelling, packaging, product transport in logistics and carry out
route optimisations. We saved TRY 2.86 million in 2018 through our works in the field
of packaging.

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI
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BIODIVERSITY
The sustainability of food industry and preserving the

sustainable and organic hazelnut cultivation. Thus, we

productivity of agricultural lands depend on protection of

develop projects that would enable a higher quality

the biodiversity of life forms. As a company operating in

produce to be cultivated in a more efficient way. We also

the food industry, we place great importance on the

work together with local administrations,

protection of biodiversity for the continuity of agricultural

non-governmental organisations and farmers in order to

production. The approach is based on

achieve social development as well as the development

assessment,monitoring and reporting of the impacts of

of local farmers. Hence, the report titled Toward

our operations and acting in line with our goals on

Sustainable Hazelnut Cultivation in Giresun that we

biodiversity. Thus, especially protection of the biodiversity

published in 2017 has played a guiding and informative

in the regions we operate has an important place in our

role for all our related stakeholders.

sustainability vision, our strategic goals and our activities
of environmental protection.

We expanded Ülker Ankara Memorial Forest which we
started in 2011 with our employees with new saplings in

We support the protection of hazelnut diversity in the

years. Today, the forest consisting of more than 26,000

province of Giresun with the Sustainable Hazelnut

cedar and pine trees host various life forms and

Cultivation Project we initiated together with an

contribute to the improvement of air quality of the region.

international foundation. The hazelnut of Giresun is

The forest's security and regular cleaning are also

known to be the highest quality hazelnut in the world.. As

ensured by our employees' contributions.

part of the project, we also have the goal to achieve

“

We support the protection of hazelnut diversity

in the province of Giresun with the Sustainable

Hazelnut Cultivation Project
we initiated together with an international foundation.

”

INNOVATION
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP
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GRI
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VALUE CHAIN + with nearly

We work together

2,400

suppliers

in our value chain.
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VALUE CHAIN
We manage the journey of our products, from the field to the table, with a sustainable approach and
we aim to make our stakeholders happy at every stage of the value chain. We see as our
responsibility to obtain all the agricultural products which constitute the raw materials of our
products through sustainable agricultural methods. We inspire sustainable production across our
value chain. Thus, we support our stakeholders' development and grow together, we ensure the
supply security and we contribute to reducing the environmental impacts across the value chain.
Moreover, we reduce environmental impacts of our activities through works we carry out with the
operational excellence approach and we increase efficiency in our business processes.

We work together with nearly 2,400 suppliers in our value chain. We contribute to the local
development with our supplier network which consists of domestic companies at the rate of 96%.
Moreover, we place importance on improving working conditions of our suppliers. We expect our
suppliers to implement the Supply Chain Policy in which we set out the principles regarding
subjects such as basic human rights, working conditions, protecting environment, quality and food
safety, and ethics, as we implement. This policy was prepared based on international agreements,
especially the International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions, The United Nations (UN) Global
Compact and The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
We prefer companies in our supplier choices who meet the requirements of Supply Chain Policy. We
audit our suppliers in various fields such as product safety and quality, environmental audit and risk
analyses. You can access our Supply Chain Policy on Ülker Investor Relations website.

You can access our Supply Chain Policy on Ülker
Investor Relations website.

2.400
suppliers

domestic
companies

of 96%

ILO

International
Labour
Organisation

UN

UN

Global Convention on the
Compact
Rights of the
Child
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SUSTAINABLE
AGRICULTURE AND
RAW MATERIAL
Meeting the food demand in the world is increasingly challenging in the
face of problems such as the negative impact of weather conditions due to
climate change, decrease in productivity due to erosion and drought, and

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

RAW MATERIALS
USED IN PRODUCTION

%50

%28

Wheat

Sugar

continuous increase in population. As a global food producer, we develop
sustainable agriculture practices in order to find solutions to these
problems and we supply our raw materials in a responsible way. These

%13

practices enable supply safety and reduction of environmental impacts.

Palm Oil

We think globally and act locally and work with domestic producers in

%8

Turkey. We are one of the biggest buyers of raw material in our country. 57%
of the raw material we consumed in 2018 in terms of weight consisted of
wheat and we prioritise domestic suppliers in the purchase of wheat. We
prefer farmers that we work with under contract and thus enable supply
safety and increase farmers' wellbeing. We contribute to more than
500,000 households with our wheat purchase by supporting farmers,
employees of transportation, loading/unloading and storage companies,
cooperatives and associations.

Main raw materials used
in production (tons)

2016

2017

2018

Wheat

167,416

251,000

240,000

Hazelnut

6,356

6,290

5,700

Cocoa bean

26,951

34,725

39,500

Palm oil

60,719

59,976

62,527

Sugar

112,541

85,000

135,000

Total

373,983

436,991

482,727

%1
Hazelnut

Cocoa

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI
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We support production organisations and agricultural researchers in order to
develop sustainable agricultural implementations that protect biodiversity in
our country and reduce environmental impacts. We cooperated with Bahri
Dağdaş International Agricultural Research Institute to cultivate the ideal
wheat type for biscuit. We developed a wheat type called Ali Ağa which has
high productivity, and durable against diseases and drought. Ali Ağa type
wheat was registered by Turkish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and
Husbandry's General Directorate for Seed Registration and Certification. We
put our efforts to make the use of this kind more common.
We carry out Sustainable Hazelnut Cultivation project with an international
foundation in order to protect hazelnut diversity and its producers. We carry
out activities for capacity increase and pilot garden with the purpose of
protecting biodiversity at hazelnut containing and producing regions,
particularly in Giresun. Furthermore, we contribute to the social and
economic development of hazelnut producers. Please refer to Environment
section for detailed information.

Please refer to Environment section
for detailed information.

ENVIRONMENT
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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We contribute to sustainable agriculture practices to be implemented in the cultivation of cocoa which is one of our main raw
materials. As Ülker Bisküvi, we sponsor PACTS (Processor Alliance for Cocoa Traceability and Sustainability) program as part
of importing cocoa. With the purpose to create environmentally-friendly and professional production chain as well as
efficiency, PACTS provides training to farmers who produce cocoa about sustainable production, particularly about
innovative production practices. As program sponsors, we support the works for providing drinkable water and solar energy
for illumination to the cocoa producers in the Ivory Coast. Through our export company we established in the Ivory Coast, we
closely collaborate with the farmers and cooperatives; as a result, we increased cocoa purchase amount to 5,500 tons and
we supplied 14% of our total cocoa purchase this year from here. We aim to increase this amount to 10,000 tons next year.

We increased cocoa
purchase amount to

5,500
tons.

We aim to increase
this amount to

We supplied

14%

of

our total cocoa
purchase from here.

10,000
tons

next year.

Furthermore, we are members to World Cocoa Foundation since 2012 which works to increase wellbeing of cocoa producers
and support sustainable production. As the biggest cocoa user in Turkey, we are in the same platform with the world's
chocolate producers.

“

In 2018, pladis Global

initiated a programme with the Earthworm Foundation on palm oil to
strengthen its sustainability position, focused on traceability back to mill & the identification
of on the ground transformation programmes. In 2018, pladis Global

achieved 84% traceability back to mill at the origin countries.”

”
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VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

Operational excellence works progress through three main
focus points: "Zero Work Accident," "Zero Quality Problem" and
"Zero Loss." We set even more challenging goals every year by
comparing the results of the improvement works carried out in
line with these focus points both within our own company as
well as the average figures in the industry.
SQSE (Safety, Quality, Security, Environment) Committee which

We start with our own operations for improvement and
efficiency in the value chain. We implement many excellence
tools and quality management systems with the continuous
development approach which is a part of our corporate culture.
These works we carry out as part of operational excellence (OE)
bring financial and operational benefits to our company while
also greatly contributing to zero-loss culture.
We created our own operational excellence model, inspired by
internationally proven programs such as Simple Production,
Total Productive Maintenance, Total Quality Management, Six
Sigma and 5S. The program we called Star Excellence Road
(SER) is established on the basis of the principle of "reaching
sustainable results with happy and motivated teams that
implement excellence systems."
The works carried out are monitored by the committees
established on a volunteering basis. These committees which
work in different fields include employees from various
departments and positions. Each committee continues to work
in accordance to its own road map to support factories in
achieving their main goals. All training, consultancy and
coaching needs of factory teams are provided by OE Centre's
team. Directly reporting to the CEO, OE centre team consisting
of four people working under the Vice President responsible
from HSE and Quality continues its regular supportive activities
at the factories. With the improvement tools used in the
process, every employee, from operators to senior
management, actively participates in the process. Each factory
has strategic plans and goals under "Zero Loss Journey"
project and all improvement activities are carried out in line
with these plans.

works with a particular focus on health and safety, environment
and quality, organises weekly meetings with its members from
various disciplines, analyses the risks that may be countered
with a proactive approach and creates an action plan.
Moreover, committee members and factory leadership team
organise field visits specific to a different agenda item every
week, identify nonconformities and award good practices. This
practice in which field workers also actively participate raises
awareness and thus, risks due to unsafe behaviours are
significantly prevented. Furthermore, all quality and food safety
processes are closely monitored and tracking systems are
established in order to determine probable risks beforehand.

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

“

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

Zero
work accident

Zero
quality problem
Zero
loss

”

GRI
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EMPLOYEES

We compare factories with each other in terms of the results they

improvement works are carried out in differing scales. A total of

obtained in the journey of excellence and their systems; we award

nearly 2000 improvement works are carried out, completed and

the best practices and transform them into Ülker standards. With

reported each year. In 2017 and 2018, we saved approximately TRY

GOYA implemented between factories enable us to examine on-site

20 million and TRY 16.5 million, respectively, thanks to these

and extend the best practices. And we prepare manuals with the

improvement works. In 2019, the saving is estimated to amount

knowledge we gather to create corporate memory.

TRY 10 million. We saved such amounts through improvement of

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

with our operational excellence activities with firm steps in line with

packaging losses, prevention of unplanned stops and increasing

the Zero Loss Journey plan.

TRY
saving

2018

TRY
saving

product amount produced in unit time. Accordingly, various

estimated for

2019

ANNEXES

GRI

20 million

2017

inefficient processes without making any investments. We continue
Main improvement areas include reduction of product and

LEADERSHIP

16,5 million
10 million

TRY
saving
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LOGISTICS
We offer products we produce in 10 factories in four
countries to consumers in the freshest and safest way

Logistics Activities Data:

with our efficient logistics management. Improvement
and efficiency works within the logistics network enable
us to reduce environmental impacts that occur across

30 million km, total distance travelled per year

the value chain which extends from factories to

3,042 shipment points

consumers. Furthermore, we reduce costs and

20 distribution centres

contribute to the financial profitability of our company.

More than 12 million orders per year

We work on efficiency in logistics as part of Supply Chain

114,748 lorry and truck shipments per year

Excellence Journey initiated in 2016. Supply Chain

95,000 inventory pallet stock

Excellence Journey is a project regarding efficiency and
restructuring implemented in line with Ülker's

1,251 star products under 45 categories

sustainable management model. The project aims to
provide for the business needs in the most efficient way

Reducing

through a sustainable business model with the
cooperation of all related stakeholders in the critical
areas within the supply chain. All supply chain processes

Project's outputs:

are dealt with a long-term approach in which all snack
products of Ülker are analysed from the moment they
are produced to the moment they are taken out the shelf
and with the contribution of all stakeholders, from the
factory to the customer.

Progress
TARGET (2014
baselıne)

More than TRY 15 million savings per year
Direct shipment rate increase to 54% from 43%.
Double-decker lorry usage increase by 5% to 22%.

15%

logistics-related

carbon emissions by

20%
*As

part

of

reduction was
achieved.*

logistics,

carbon

emission

calculation methodology was standardised

Supply Chain Excellence Journey project also

Lorry duty factor increased by 2% to 95%.

in 2018. Consignments, snack chocolates,

contributes in the reduction of carbon emissions in line

Direct sales store number decrease from 1500 to 1305.

included

with the 2024 sustainability goals of Ülker. Efficiency
works are shaped around reducing small vehicle usage,
increasing vehicle efficiency with double-decker trucks,
increasing palletised shipments and pallet efficiency,
optimising vehicle duty factors and increasing direct
transportation from the factory to the customer.

Number of delivery points decreased by 9%.
Shipments between storages rate decrease to 45% from 54%.

actual shipments between storehouses were
in

the

calculations.

This

methodology will be used in the next years.
In 2014, 35,792,931 km of distance was
travelled

with

29,343

tons

of

carbon

emissions; and in 2018, 29,408,788 km of
distance was travelled with 24,954 tons of
carbon emissions.

GRI
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+ consisting of

Our qualified
R&D and innovation team

46

people

31

contributes in the process

by developing innovative applications.
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INNOVATION
Trends such as rapid increase in population, increasing demand for food with the rising middle class and
changing consumer preferences bring with them important changes in food industry. We create
competitive advantage by combining our established knowledge in production with innovation and we
respond to the needs of our customers as well as the changing conditions of the time. We consider
innovation as a basis to develop more nutritious products in line with customer demands. We believe
creating an innovation culture across the company is the most important road to development.
Innovation, which we consider as a tool to contribute to the SDGs and reach our sustainability goals,
gives us the opportunity to grow with innovative products. We also inspire our customers in terms of a
balanced diet and encourage a healthy lifestyle.

TARGET

Progress

Developing sustainable

packaging strategy

and policy
Carrying out activities

to reduce packaging

We continue

our policy and strategy.

92 tons
of plastic and 173
tons of paper.

We reduced

“

In 2018, we implemented a total of 198

R&D activities

projects as part of
and we completed 81 of these projects while
we continue working on 96 projects.

”

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI
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Innovation
Culture
We create an innovation culture with the participation of all our departments which
will be adopted by all our employees. The opinions of our employees play an
important role in our improvement process. Therefore, we support open innovation
in order to collect the creative ideas of our employees.
We manage our R&D and innovation processes in a holistic approach with the
participation of all departments, and particularly production, supply chain,
marketing and sales departments. We make investments as part of our R&D and
innovation approach which we consider in association with sustainability and
global trends.
We implement various practices that increase the quality of our products and the
efficiency of our activities through our innovative vision. We have been receiving
the ideas of our employees for 29 years with Akıl Küpü (Kaizen Ideas). Our
employees provided 5,500 suggestions in 2018 through Akıl Küpü; and we
implemented 9% of these suggestions. In order to expand the innovation culture
within the corporation, we aim to increase employee suggestions by 40% by 2024
and implement 20% of these suggestions.
Through the Innovation, Inspiration and Idea Platform, Idea Stars, which was
initiated by Yıldız Holding and adopted by Ülker, our employees are able to submit
their ideas in various areas, from processes to business model. Thanks to the
Platform that aims to encourage innovative ideas, the employees compete and
receive awards. In the Stars of the Year and Quality of The Year, we evaluate the
best business practices each year and award projects that are developed under
the category of Innovation. Through Voice of the Stars, employee commitment
survey, we collect opinions of our employees about innovation biannually.

As part of chocolate

R&D activities, we implemented a total of 740 projects

in 2018 in areas of new product development, cost reduction,
alternative raw material, process and quality improvement, and packaging
development and created a

savings potential worth TRY 10 million in total.
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Our qualified R&D and innovation team consisting of 46 people contributes in the
process by developing innovative applications. In 2016, we continue our activities in
pladis Turkey Chocolate R&D Centre which was certified by the Ministry of Science,
Industry and Technology. In 2018, we implemented a total of 198 projects as part of
R&D activities and we completed 81 of these projects while we continue working on
96 projects. As part of chocolate R&D activities, we implemented a total of 740
projects in 2018 in areas of new product development, cost reduction, alternative
raw material, process and quality improvement, and packaging development and
created a savings potential worth TRY 10 million in total. Another development was
to bring together Cake and Biscuit R&D teams under the roof of one single
organisation with the purpose of creating an R&D centre. Hence, the duties of the
teams were updated. We transitioned from category-based management to project
management in Baked Products R&D department and significantly increased our
work focus and outputs.
Understanding consumer expectations is critical in product development. We
conduct R&D trials and consumer tests in order to respond to these expectations.
We conducted 2,389 R&D trials in Bakery Products R&D centre established in 2017.
Moreover, we performed 34 consumer tests and certified the taste of consumers.

Our R&D and innovation
expenses increase
by 16% compared
to last year.

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI
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Improving the Innovation
Performance
We consider innovation as an important tool in reaching our 2024 Sustainability and MOVERS goals. Through innovative practices in line with the target of
reducing packaging, we reduce our environmental footprint and increase
efficiency of our processes. We review current packaging practices and work to
enable less material usage in packaging and parcels. As a result of these, we
achieve significant amounts of financial savings while also reducing plastic and
paper usage.
Recycling packages of used products by the consumers is one of the subjects
we focus on. We plan a transition process to packaging made of a single
material instead of paper and plastic combinations; and by doing so, to facilitate packaging recycling and hence increase recycling rates. Hence, we mapped
the packaging materials we use in 2018 and determined their environmental
impacts and costs. We put our efforts to achieve transition to a packaging
system focused on recycling by making use of these outputs in R&D.

740

Projects

10 million

TRY
saving

2.389

R&D tests
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We continue
our work with the goal of

ZERO
occupational

accidents.
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EMPLOYEES
We continue our operations with the purpose of creating value for society by growing stronger together with our
employees in line with Make Happy Be Happy narrative. We believe that the first step for the happiness of our
stakeholders is the happiness of our employees. We try to create a fair and egalitarian work environment that is
respectful to human rights; supports equal opportunities with no discrimination. We regularly offer employees training
in line with the global trends to develop their own skills and competencies. Our goal is to increase our employees'

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

PROGRESS

Keeping regretted

Regretted
loss rate was
2.61% in 2018.

Ensuring that all

Approximately

sustainability training

got standard
sustainability training

Zero lost

We reduced accident

loss rate
under 3%

happiness, satisfaction and loyalty in line with our sustainability targets for 2024.

employees get standard

days due to workplace

accidents
At least 500
suggestions from employees

each year under the

2500 employees
frequency rate by 47%
and accident severity
rate by 24% compared
to 2016.

Continued.

title of sustainability

Keeping employee

satisfaction

between 65-100%.
Reducing employee turnover

rate to the level of

12%.

Commitment level

2017 was
77%.

of

Employee
turnover rate was

15% in
2018.

GRI
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Sustainable Development Goals guide us in achieving our goal of having
diverse, different, secure and satisfied employees. We support diversity and
women's empowerment at every level in work life in order to reduce
inequalities. 23.5% of our work force consists of women. Out of 5,005
employees, 12% are out-of-scope employees while 88% are in-scope.
Employees who have been working with us for ten years or more constitute
36% of all employees.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES PER CATEGORY

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES PER GENDER

EMPLOYEES PER EMPLOYMENT DURATION

%12

%23,5

%36

Out-of-Scope

10 years and more

Female

%88

In-Scope

%76,5
Male

* Ülker Biscuits Sanayi A.Ş., Turkey is covered by the report which is based on the number of people employed in the operation.

%32

0-5 years

%32

5-9 years
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Talent and Performance
Management
Work environment that supports diversity and equality gives employees the opportunity
to fully use their talents. We continued our practices toward enabling diversity and equal
opportunity this year as well. We support the projects of Youth Platform and More
Women in the Board of Directors that aim to include more young people and women in
business life. As part of Job Intern program we initiated with the purpose of including
young talents to our company, 13 interns found the opportunity to undergo training in
seven different departments of Ülker Bisküvi. And we employed 5 people at the end of

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

We ensure that all
employees receive
standard sustainability
trainings.

the internship program.
Our performance management system enables employees to see their current performances and development areas in the most comprehensive way. Employees go through
interim evaluations according to the competencies which have been defined as part of
the system and receive their performance scores at the end of the year with a final
assessment. All the out-of-scope employees went through one performance assessment this year. At the end of the evaluations, we offer our employees rotations or new
career opportunities.

Trainings
We believe that talent management has to become an integral part of our way of
doing business in order to achieve sustainable competition. We post all open positions in Ülker Bisküvi first through internal announcements. We also prioritise to fill the
open executive positions by making use of our internal resources.
We invest in talents and organise various training and events in order to keep regretted loss under 3.5% in line with our 2024 targets. Employee turnover rate was 15% in

Goal Setting

Interm Assessment

Assessment

2018. Professional and personal development and competency, leadership, occupational health and safety (OHS) and environmental training, on-the-job training and
quality and food safety training are among training we provide. We contribute not only

Performance Assessment System

ANNEXES

in the development of our employees but also in the development of our business
partners. This year, we increased the hours of training by 10% to 21 hours. And we
provided 12 hours of training per person to our subcontractors.

GRI
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As part of

Job Intern program

13 interns found the opportunity to undergo training in seven different
departments of Ülker Bisküvi. And we employed
5 people at the end of the internship program.
Average training hours per employee

15

21

19

20

22

25

”
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2016

2017

2018

Benefits offered to employees
Equal pay for equal work policy constitutes the basic principle for the fringe benefits we
offer for our employees. Compensations and benefits of employees are managed in a fair
and equal manner without any discrimination by taking into account the market conditions,
experience and performances. We monitor the benefits of out-of-scope employees
through You Choose Flexible Benefits Platform and follow the fringe benefits of in-scope
employees through collective bargaining agreements. As part of the Platform, employees
are able to reorganise the standard benefits package offered to them in accordance to
their individual preferences and needs.

Trainings provided for employees:
• Leadership Training (Leadership Summit, Leadership Compass,
Leadership Map and First Step to Leadership)
• Personal Development (Catalogue) Training
• Ethical Principles and Work Principles Training
• Health and Safety Training
• First Level Manager Training
• Star Operator Training
• Technical Trainings
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Dialogue with
the Employees
We adopt a two-way communication style based

values and main competencies. The purpose of

on trust in order to encourage employees to share

the system which rewards only out-of-scope

their suggestions and innovative ideas. We place

employees is to increase employee

great importance on increasing employee focus

commitment. Immediate reward can be

and satisfaction as well as employees'

material or immaterial, in the shape of written

engagement in the decision-making mechanisms

or verbal appreciation.

in HR processes.

Star of the Month: Quality Star of the Month
A Short Break for Breakfast: Every month, a

and OHS Star of the Month categories reward

group of factory workers who represent all

employees for the incidents they report.

employees meet with executives and syndicate

Moreover, factories can also be awarded with

workers for breakfast in 6 factories in Turkey and

Factory Star of the Month. Star Workshop

they evaluate the suggestions coming from

award is also presented once in every three

employees.

months.

Kaizen Ideas: This was established as an

Energy Academy: Energy Managers

internal communication tools with the purpose of

provide applied training to employees,

developing innovation and entrepreneurship skills

subcontractor and students who visit the

of in-scope employees. Employees submitted

factory in subjects of sustainable use of

5,500 ideas in 2018 through Akıl Küpü and we

resources, energy savings and efficiency.

implemented 9% of these ideas. We plan to collect
500 ideas in sustainability in 2019 through Akıl

Motivation Teams: As part of the Motivation

Küpü.

Teams, created voluntarily in order to increase
employee commitment, approximately 10

Immediate Reward: This is a rewarding

people from each factory actively participate.

process based on appreciation and rewarding

The mission of the team is to organise events

employees in the shortest terms possible for their

to increase employee motivation by enabling

contributions to the company with outcomes

unity and solidarity within the company. Each

beyond expectations, for their exemplary attitudes,

year, various activities are organised according

behaviours and actions in line with Yıldız Holding's

to the plan of A Happy Moment Calendar.

A Short
Break for
Breakfast

Kaizen
Ideas

Immediate
Reward

Star of the
Month

Energy
Academy

Motivation
Teams

“

through

Employees submitted

5,500 ideas in 2018

Kaizen Ideas

and we implemented

9% of

these ideas. We plan to collect 500 ideas in sustainability
in 2019 through Akıl Küpü.

”
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Occupational
Health and Safety
We work toward the goal of Zero Accident in order to provide a healthy and safe work
environment for the employees. We take all the necessary measures as part of OHS
regulation to provide our employees and business partners with a safe environment and
we focus on increasing the competencies of employees who are experts in their fields. Our
6 factories in Turkey have OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management
System. Health, Safety, Energy and Environment (HSE) department is the highest organ
responsible from health and safety. Vice President of Operational Excellence Health Safety
Energy Environment Quality and Sustainability, who is responsible from OHS, is two
reporting level to CEO.

Average OHS training hours per employee

6

3
2

3,17

4

4,86

4,9

5

1
0

2016

2017

2018
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Occupational health and
safety is our priority.

GRI
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All our employees are represented 100% through OHS&HSE

health and safety performance to our employees through the Safety

employees in the factory as observers and establish a culture of

committees and employee representatives.

Scoreboard practice.

prevention of the risks in a proactive way.

operations and make the necessary updates in compliance with

•

•

regulations. We analyse causes of accidents under two

and enable all our employees to internalise our zero accident target.

We carry out risk assessment activities considering factory
We carry out SQSE (Safety, Quality, Security, Environment) reviews

categories: unsafe action and unsafe environment. We

We developed combined Risk Assessment report specifically

for the group and we provided training to the Risk Assessment teams
in all our plants. We re-evaluated and developed our proactive barriers

constantly remind our employees of our zero accident target to

•

provide continuous improvement at the risk points and develop

Behaviour-Oriented Safety Culture project. Our factories were divided into

safe behaviour culture. We also provide training for them to

different areas within themselves and OHS question lists were prepared

internalise the goal and organise various events. In 2018, we

specifically for these areas. Responsible employees and managers were

•

provided 4.86 hours of OHS training per employee. Moreover,

determined for each area and observer training were completed

This Game" with the purpose of raising awareness and knowledge on

we supported our sensitivity in the OHS with various projects

(Hazardous Situation/Hazardous Action/Near-Miss/Observation

OHS and we organised H&S quiz shows including all in-scope and

and reviewed our reward and disciplinary practices.

Processes). OHS department digitalises the observation notes they

out-of-scope employees in every factory. We awarded the top three

received and brings up important ones to the agenda in the weekly

teams with various rewards.

to control dangers by carrying out more detailed risk assessment
works in the field.
We staged a theatre play with the subject of "There is Life in

managers meeting. The aim is to enable trained observers to see and

We inform our employees in depth through

report risks within the work environments just as a OHS Expert, to train all

Accident/Near-Miss Map and OHS manuals and disclose our

Lost Time Accident Rate (LTAR)

2,8

3

3,8

4

2

2,4

•

We initiated Area Responsibility project as part of

0

1,49

1
2015

2016

2017

2018

Subcontractors OHS performance *

2018

Employees OHS performance*

2018

Number of subcontractors' employees

862

Number of employees

5005

Number of fatalities

0

Number of fatalities

0

Number of occupational diseases

0

Number of occupational diseases

0

Number of accidents

44

Lost Time Accident Rate (LTAR)

1.49

Lost Time Accident Rate (LTAR)

3.28

Occupational Disease Rate (ODR)

0

Occupational Disease Rate (ODR)

0

Accident Severity Rate (ASR)

1.18

Accident Severity Rate (ASR)

0.44

* Verification for the number of fatal accidents, number of occupational diseases,
accident frequency rate and accident weight ratio is shared on page 60.
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We audited

64

suppliers

44

this year as part of

food quality and safety

processes.
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SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
We believe contributing in the development and happiness of
society is the basis of sustainability in line with our Make
Happy Be Happy motto. Hence, we create value for society by
making investments in the field that would also create value
for our business.
We promote a balanced diet and emphasize healthy life style
by sharing information related to product ingredients in a
transparent and accurate way as part of our responsible
marketing approach. We carry out awareness raising works to
contribute to creating balanced dietary habits especially for
children and young generation and reduce salt, fat and sugar
content in our products.

TARGET
Reducing the amount of
saturated fat, salt and

sugar
in all product
categories

PROGRESS
In last two years, we
reduced 727 tons of
fat and we reduced
180 tons of sugar
and 17 tons of salt
last year.

Reducing complaints

from sales
and distribution channels by

%

20

7% reduction
in last two

years.
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QUALITY AND
FOOD SAFETY
Quality and food safety stand out among the issues we never

We work to continuously improve the quality of our products and enable

compromise during the production process. We position the

food safety at the level of international standards in accordance to legal

quality system as a control system based on the requirements of

regulations. Our factories are regularly audited within the year through

Input, Process Control and Food Safety and we aim to fulfil these

internal and external audits. Moreover, our products are subjected to

requirements with zero error principle. In case of errors or

audits by the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Husbandry. We analyse all

nonconformities, we take the corrective and preventive actions

our products in our in-house laboratories as well as contracted ones as

through our continuous improvement approach and prevent

part of consumer health and safety.

nonconformities and errors from reoccurring.
All our products are produced in plants certified with IFS, BRC, ISO
22000 and ISO 9001 standards and our factories have regular audits as
part of these certificates. The standards at all of our factories are took
forward through internal quality and food safety audits conducted each
month and they are also subjected to Zero Error Conformity audits by
Central Quality Team once a year.
We attach importance on high quality and food safety standards not only
in our own processes but also in the supply chain. High and middle risk
suppliers are required to have one of the Global Food Safety Initiative –
GFSI certificates, low risk raw material suppliers are required to have ISO
22000 certificates and packaging suppliers are required to have ISO
9001 certificates as minimum requirements. We audited 64 suppliers
this year as part of food quality and safety processes. We encourage
suppliers to raise their standards during their business processes and
participate in the international certification systems.

GRI
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Piko 5; grain, dried fruit, dried nuts, dark chocolate and milk in five different
wellness brings together in a single package. Ülker Piko 5, which brings a breath of
fresh air to the snack category, offers different alternatives to its consumers with
its three varieties: 96 calories ‘Coconut-Chia-Almond’, 94 calories ‘Red
fruit-Almond’ and 89 calories ‘Apricot-Hazelnut’.
With Ülker Metro's chocolate expertise; offering a combination of 12 gr high protein
and 100% flavor, the new Metro Protein brought a different breath to the protein

Balanced diet and good life stand out as one of the important global trends
affecting the food industry. As one of the leading companies in the sector,
we rapidly respond to the changes with our products that meet the
expectations of consumers and contribute to raising awareness about
balanced diet in society.

bar market. Metro Protein is a product that cannot be given up by those who want
to get protein and do not compromise on flavor with milk protein, pea protein and
peanut it contains.
We set the goal of reducing salt content of our products in the amount of 31 tons in
total per year. As part of this goal, we reduced sodium content of our stick cracker

We support a sustainable food system with a responsible approach, from
raw material supply to marketing for a good life. We reduce the amounts of

recipes by 2% and of our sesame stick cracker recipes by 5%. We work toward
reducing sodium rate in Krispi serrated and Krispi stick products by 5%.

sugar, fat and salt content in our products in line with the expectations of
our consumers.

“

We reduced fat in our chocolate products

We reduce the

sugar, fat and salt
content of our products in line with
consumer expectations.

”

240 tons in one year. We continue
reducing sugar in our protein-rich
products and current products.
by

With Altınbaşak Antik Tahıllı project, we used quinoa, sesame, black cumin and flax

We started works to reduce the sugar content of our products by 440 tons in total

seed as seasoning mixtures and we added one more nutritious product to our

per year. We aim to reduce sugar content by 2% in Biskrem and Pötibör brands and

portfolio.

by 5% in Bebe biscuit.
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Rates in total turnover;
reduced sugar, fat
and salt content was

16,7%

high nutritious
value was

2,5%

without sugar
addition was

0,3%
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RESPONSIBLE
MARKETING

Consumer
Relations

We adopt a responsible marketing approach toward

We always work toward enabling high

our consumers. In our marketing activities and on

customer satisfaction with the approach

product labels; we consider it our responsibility to

we inherited from our founder Sabri Ülker.

guide our consumers, including children, toward

In this line, we attach great importance

informed decisions. We work to promote wellbeing

on establishing effective communications

with our products that contribute to a balanced diet

with our consumers in order to respond

and we play our role in raising awareness in this

their needs. Our customers submit their

subject. In the sales of our high-quality products we

feedbacks through Customer

include responsible marketing practices as part of our

Communication Centre (MIM). We review

transparency principle. We emphasize the importance

customer feedbacks in detail and work to

of an active and good life in the advertisements and

resolve the problems of our customers

sponsorships of our products.

and improve our processes. This year, we
resolved 99% of the 5,089 feedbacks
received through MIM.

In the sales of our high-quality products we include
responsible marketing practices as part of our
transparency principle.

GRI
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PROJECTS
We work for a
happy society

Istanbul Modern
Your Thursday

We believe that culture and art play a significant role in the

We conduct “Your Thursday” project in collaboration with

development of the society. We consider the statement of

Istanbul Modern, the known art museum in Turkey in

Sabri Ülker, the founder of Ülker Bisküvi, “We believe

order to enable art which is a part of social development,

everyone has the right to have a nice childhood no matter

accessible. Thanks to the project, Istanbul Modern opens

where they live on this world” as an inspiration to all our

its doors to visitors for free for a longer period of time on

activities. Having witnessed many generations grow up

Thursdays. Visitors can visit all the exhibitions in the

since 1944, Ülker has raised awareness and achieved

museum and participate in events and watch movies

continuity in the field of social responsibility as a

free of charge every Thursday.

consequence of its rooted history. In sports, culture and art,
our company has been contributing to the physical, social,
cultural and mental development of children for many years.
We have carried out several projects including Ülker Children
Movies Festival, Ülker Children Art Studio and supported
multi-dimensional development of over 330,000 children
with the children’s football projects held between 2007 and
2016. In 2018, we continued our art and culture activities via
the "Istanbul Modern – Your Thursday Sponsorship" and
"Baksı Museum – Free Tuesday Support".
We gathered our social responsibility projects under three
titles in order to increase our impact. In the areas we
determined as sport, culture-arts and balanced diet
education, we have been contributing to the physical, social,
cultural and mental developments of children for years.

Baksı Museum
Free Tuesday Support
We initiated the Free Tuesday project in collaboration with
Baksı Museum which is opened in Bayburt and selected
the best museum in Europe following a short period of
time in 2010.
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YILDIZ HOLDING ORGANIZED

THE LEADERS SUMMIT

IN 2018
FUTURE.
FOR A SUSTAINABLE
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LEADERSHIP

TARGET
TO CONTINUE PROJECTS
WITH LEADING ORGANIZATIONS

IN THE FIELD OF
PUBLIC HEALTH

PROGRESS
hazelnut
agricultural project

The sustainable

World
Cocoa Foundation
Membership of Food Drink
Europe and EUFIC
Supporting the

We carry our industrial leadership role into the field of sustainability in
order to reach our sustainability goals. We lead sustainable
transformation of food industry with the purpose of leaving a habitable
planet to the next generations.

The sustainability works started in 2015 with the motto of "This is Our World" have created a foundation for the works of Yıldız
Holding as well. As a result of these works, the motto of "Sustainability - our legacy for the future" emerged as the shared
Sustainability Approach of Yıldız Holding and its affiliated companies. Yıldız Holding takes a new step in its sustainability
journey started under the leadership of Ülker Bisküvi to lead sustainable transformation in the sector. In 2018, Leaders Summit
for Sustainable Future was organised in order to establish a common vision for sustainable future and redefine the role of
business world with the guidance of the Sustainable Development Goals. We work to disseminate sustainability approach
among all stakeholders by participating in different events and conferences as speakers as part of sustainability.

Sustainability Our
Promise to Future
Generations ...
In sustainability leadership, it is important to disseminate our sustainability vision among stakeholders and establish
partnerships with them. The road to create value in the material issues that we are focused passes through partnerships.
Hence, we collaborated with Bahri Dağdaş International Agricultural Research Institute to cultivate the ideal wheat type
with high yield for biscuits called Aliağa. We focus on protection of the biodiversity and the socioeconomic development of
producers in the regions of hazelnut cultivation through our Sustainable Hazelnut Cultivation project, which we carry out in
collaboration with an international foundation. Furthermore, we are included in international platforms as part of
sustainable cocoa supply. We are among the sponsors of PACTS (Processor Alliance for Cocoa Traceability and
Sustainability) program and a member of World Cocoa Foundation.
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We initiated Social Impact Assessment in 2018 as a first in the industry. This assessment
method provides companies to establish social investment programs that create shared values,
to measure these programs and enable continuity of the impact they will obtain. In the light of
the results of the project, we will redefine our social and environmental investment areas.
We are included in indexes and award platforms thanks to our sustainability performance.
According to the results of Good Life Survey conducted with the collaboration of Nielsen and
Sustainable Brands İstanbul, Ülker was selected as the best food brand delivering its consumers
to a good life. In 2017, European Union’s Environment Awards organised by the European
Commission, we were the Turkish finalist thanks to our This World is Ours sustainability
management model. We have begun to be traded in FTSE4Good Emerging Markets Index since
2016. We have also been traded in Borsa İstanbul Sustainability Index since 2015. We were
awarded in the category of Environment and Sustainability Management in the Istanbul
Chamber Of Commerce's Environment Awards due to our efforts to reduce our environmental
impacts.
In Sustainable Brands Conference, Mete Buyurgan, the Country President of Ülker Turkey, talked
about the good life trend and how Ülker responds to this trend.
In a special session during sustainable Food Conference, Ülker and Yıldız Holding CEO Mehmet
Tütüncü assessed global trends in the food industry and the importance of sustainable food
production together with Food and Drinks UK Federation President Ian Wright.
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Good Life Survey conducted

Nielsen and Sustainable Brands

İstanbul, Ülker was selected as the best food brand
delivering its consumers to a good life.

”
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ANNEX 1: Communication Methods with Stakeholders

Employees

Industrial Organisations and
Associations, Nongovernmental
Organisations and International
Organisations
Distributors and Suppliers

Satisfaction surveys, OHS committee meetings, announcements and
notifications, internal publications, annual reports, sustainability reports, training,
workshops, web sites, industrial relations boards, employee support hotline,
Kaizen Ideas, stakeholder analysis

Ankara Chamber of Industry

Memberships and the Board of Directors memberships, active participation in

Istanbul Chamber of Industry

meetings and collaborations, annual reports, sustainability reports,
announcements, seminars, conferences, websites, stakeholder analysis
One-on-one interviews, annual reports, sustainability reports, quality audits,
related policies and documents, websites, stakeholder analysis
General assembly, special case statements, press statements, one-on-one

Shareholders and Investors

ANNEX 2: Memberships and
Collaborations

meetings and correspondences, participation in conferences, intermediary
organisation/bank reports, periodical information letters, annual reports, website,
perception studies, stakeholder analysis

Ankara Chamber of Commerce
Ankara Commercial Exchange

Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
Istanbul Commercial Exchange
Gebze Chamber of Commerce
Kocaeli Chamber of Industry Foreign Economic Relations
Board Country Memberships (Saudi Arabia, Egypt, China,
Iran, Argentina, Brasil, Mexico, Nigeria, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Lebanon, Yemen, UAE, Iraq)

Public Institutions

One-on-one interviews, annual reports, sustainability reports, stakeholder analysis

Media

One-on-one interviews, press conferences, annual reports, sustainability reports,
announcements and statements, website, social media, stakeholder analysis

Consumers

Ülker Customer Communication Centre, website, annual reports, sustainability
reports, news, announcements, social media, consumer surveys, stakeholder
analysis

Universities

Collaborations, annual reports, sustainability reports, website, internship programs,
career days, conferences, stakeholder analysis

Independent Industrialists and Businessmen's Association
(MÜSİAD)
Sugar Products Manufacturers Association (Şemad)
Istanbul Exporters' Unions
ILSI Europe
The European Food Information Council (EUFIC)
World Cocoa Foundation (WCF)

GRI
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Data Preparation
Energy Consumption

Reporting principles provides information on the data collection and calculation principles regarding the
energy consumption, the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3), the water

Energy consuption data are reported for electricity and primary fuel sources, which comprise natural

consumption and occupational health and safety data (employee representation in occupational health

gas, diesel and fuel oil used for employee services and company vehicles. Electricity and natural gas

safety committees, number of Accident, occupational disease Rate, accident frequency rate and accident

consumption data are obtained from supplier meters and service provider invoices. Diesel and fuel

weight ratio) included in 2018 Sustainability Report.

consumption (for the use of generators, company owned cars and employee commuting) data are
obtained from service provider invoices.

All data up to and including FY18 (financial year ending 31 December 2018) only comprises the relevant
operations of Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A.Ş. (the Company) in Ankara, Esenyurt, Gebze, Karaman, Topkapı and

The Company has used the following published conversion factors:

Silivri factories.
•

For electricity, since the electricity supply unit is billed in kWh, 1 kWh = 0.001 mWh is used as

General Reporting Principles

mWh conversion factor .;

In preparing this guidance document, consideration has been given to following principles:

and then converted to GJ divided by 1000. Also, the conversion factor of 1 GJ = 0.27 mWh was used.;

•

converted to KJ by using the conversion factor of 8250 kcal / m3 * 4.18 KJ / kcal / 1000 conversion
•

•

Information Preparation – to highlight to users of the information the primary principles of relevance

For natural gas, since the natural gas supply unit is billed in m3, firstly the consumption was

For diesel, since the natural gas supply unit is billed in lt, firstly the consumption was converted

to KJ by using the conversion factor of 10200 kcal/m3*4,18 KJ/kcal/1000 conversion and then

and reliability of information; and

converted to GJ divided by 1000. Also, the conversion factor of 1 GJ = 0.27 mWh was used.;

•

•

Information Reporting – to highlight the primary principles of comparability / consistency with other

data including prior year and understandability / transparency providing clarity to users.

For density and conversion coefficient values “Enerji Kaynaklarının ve Enerjinin Kullanımında

Verimliliğin Arttırılmasına Dair Yönetmelik (Resmi Gazete: 27 Ekim 2011/28097:
Değ.03/09/2014-29108), EK-2: Enerji Kaynaklarının Alt Isıl Değerleri ve Petrol Eşdeğerine Çevrim

Scope of Reporting
For FY18 and comparative periods presented, energy consumption, carbon emission data relate to the
energy consumed and water consumption data of the Company is related to:

Katsayıları” table is used.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2014 was chosen as the reference year for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions due to the

•

Production facilities in Ankara, Esenyurt, Gebze, Karaman, Topkapı and Silivri,

availability of complete and reliable data and due to its accurate representation of

•

Own transportation of materials and products within the industrial factories,

current activities. “GHG activity data multiplied by emission or removal factors” based

•

Company owned cars,

calculation methodology has been applied for calculating GHG.

•

Refrigerant gas,

•

Employee commuting,

GHG emissions were calculated in accordance with World Resources Institute (WRI) /

•

Air travel for business by company employees.

World Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD) GHG Protocol. Boundaries of the organization were addressed with a control approach, and the sources

Energy or water consumption outside of the factory gate originating from supplier or customer and their

causing greenhouse gas emissions related production facilities in Turkey under the

associated greenhouse gas emissions are omitted from the scope of reporting.

control of the Company are as follows:
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Emission Factors

CO2

CH4

N2O

Total
kg CO2e

Natural Gas

1,9365

0,0048

0,0009

1,9422

LPG

2,8777

0,0013

0,0012

2,8802

Diesel

2,6248

0,0039

0,0366

2,6652

Gasoline

2,2164

0,0034

0,0483

2,2681

Diesel (stationary)

2,6248

0,0099

0,0056

2,6403

Gasoline (stationary)

2,2164

0,0080

0,0057

2,2301

Refrigerant gases - R22

1760,0

1760,0

Refrigerant gases - R410A

1923,5

1923,5

Refrigerant gases - R404A

3942,8

3942,8

Refrigerant gases - R407C

1624,2

1624,2

Refrigerant gases - R134A

1300,0

1300,0

Fire extinguishers - HFC 227ea

3350,0

3350,0

Fire extinguishers - Halon 1301

6290,0

6290,0

SF6

23500,0

23500,0

Electricty (grid) (2016)

0,4898

0,0002

0,0013

0,4913

Electricty (grid) (2017)

0,5093

0,0002

0,0015

0,5109

Electricty (grid) (2018)

0,5050

0,0002

0,0014

0,5066

Employee commuting - Shuttle

0,5570

0,0003

0,0063

0,5636

Air Travel – short haul

0,1560

0,0001

0,0015

0,1576

Air Travel – medium haul

0,0850

0,00001

0,0008

0,0858

Air Travel – long hauL

0,1113

0,00001

0,0011

0,1124

using diesel fuel, company vehicles and refrigerant gases,
Scope 2 – Energy Related Indirect GHG Emissions: Electricty consumption
Scope 3 – Other Indirect GHG Emissions: Employee commuting, air travel for business by company
employees.
CO2 equivalent factors for emissions CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs (refrigerant gas) were used in calculations. Global Warming Potential (GWP) coefficients were taken from Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) 5th Assessment Report and DEFRA Greenhouse Gas reporting: Conversion
Factors 2018. Grid emission factor has been calculated by using the relevant annual data provided by
Turkish Electricity Transmission Company (TEİAŞ).

Water Consumption
Within the scope of water consumption data, mains water, groundwater and rainwater consumption
are reported. Water consumption data is obtained from service providers' meters and invoices and
internal meters.

Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)
The following formulas are used to calculate OHS data.
Accident Frenquency Rate (LTAR) = Number of incidents resulting in lost days X 200.000
Total working hours
Kaza Ağırlık Oranı (ASR)

=

Total lostt hours caused by occupational accidents X 1.000
Total working hours

Restatements
The measuring and reporting of carbon emissions data inevitably involves a degree of estimation.
Restatements are considered where there is a change in the data of greater than 5 percent at the
Company level.
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ANNEX 4: Environmental Performance Indicators *
2016

2017

2018

Scope 1 Total

72.177

70.241

67.810

CO2

71.984

70.047

67.621

CO4

156

158

153

N2O

37

36

36

Scope 2 Total

69.415

73.382

74.468

CO2

69.203

73.144

74.233

CO4

26

27

27

N2O

185

211

208

Scope 3 Total

4.535

4.677

4.534

CO2

4.483

4.314

4.482

CO4

2

318

2

N2O

50

45

50

141.592

143.623**

142.278**

CO2

141.187

143.191

141.854

CO4

183

185

180

N2O

222

247

244

TOTAL

Energy Consumption

2016 MWh

2017 MWh

2018 MWh

448.597

455.466

451.094

141.275

143.622

148.372

304.825

310.367

301.641

2.496

1.476

1.081

719

642

665

719

642

665

449.316

456.108

450.379

Buildings (fuel and electricity)
Electricity
Natural gas
Generator (diesel-powered)
Vehicles (fuel)
Diesel
TOTAL

2018 (tons)

2018 (%)

58

<1%

Recovered as by-product

4,582

26%

Landfill waste

1,785

10%

10,693

62%

245

1%

Hazardous waste

Recycled
Recovered for energy

Water Consumption (m3)
*Business flights and employee commuting were included in Scope 3 data for last three years.

Municipal water

252,762

**F-gases are not included in the 2014 baseline greenhouse gas emissions data. Excluding

Underground water

472,754

F-gases the emissions in 2018 amount to 135,416 tons of CO2. On that basis, it can be concluded

Rainwater

that total greenhouse gas emissions remained on the same level as they were in 2014.

592
726.108

TOTAL

Air Emissions: We also monitor the greenhouse gases emissions of our factories in addition to
other air emissions. Our emissions, which are well below the specified limits, are regularly
monitored. We aim to reduce our SO2 and NOx emissions per unit product by 3% until 2024,
which were 0.006878 kg and 0.1182 kg per product in 2014.

Wastewater (thousand m3)

2016

2017

2018

592

605

517

* Verification for energy consumption, direct (scope 1) greenhouse gas emissions, energy indirect (scope 2) greenhouse gas emissions, other indirect (scope 3)
greenhouse gas emissions and water consumption data are shared on page 60.
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ANNEX 5: Social Performance Indicators
2016

2017

2016

2018

Employees by Category and Gender

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Number of out-of-scope employees

95

534

125

532

117

479

1705

3692

1292

3556

1059

3350

Number of in-scope- employees
Total number of employees

6026

5505

Employees Left by Gender and Age

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

10

39

10

8

13

26

Between 30-50 years old

427

372

166

185

153

308

Under 30 years old

291

325

81

185

89

179

Total

728

736

257

378

255

513

1.464
2018
Male

Out-of Scope

In Scope

Employed for 0 to 5 years

359

1224

1563

204

Employed for 5 to 10 years

563

1065

1295

111

New Employee Hires by Gender
and Age

Employed for 10 years and more

253

1541

1551

281

Over 50 years old

2016

2017

2016

2018

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Over 50 years old

0

1

0

3

0

2

Between 30-50 years old

2

20

3

13

23

71

Under 30 years old

0

0

0

0

7

1

Total

2

21

3

16

30

74

23

19

2016

768

2018

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

0

2

0

1

0

1

Between 30-50 years old

32

102

25

133

36

163

Under 30 years old

67

204

76

258

89

221

Number of newly recruited employees

99

308

101

392

123

387

2016
Employees Subject to
Performance Assessment by
Gender and Age

104

2017

2017

Female

2017

2018

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Employees out of scope

91

514

125

532

116

4780

Training

2016

2017

2018

132.098

107.125

104.727

-

9.851

9.407

2018

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Number of Employees Taking a Parental Leave

86

232

49

109

69

277

Total Training Hours

Number of employees returning to work
after parental leave

61

232

30

96

48

277

Total training hours provided to
subcontractors

Parental Leave by Gender

635

2018

Employees by Employment Duration Female

Employees at Top Management by
Gender and Age

2018

Female

Over 50 years old

5005

2017
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Page Number/ Link

GRI 101: Foundation 2016
General Disclosures
Stakeholder Engagement
GRI Standard

102-40

53

GRI 101: Foundation 2016

102-41

88% of employees are under collective bargaining aggreements

General Disclosures

102-42

9

102-43

9
9

Disclosure

Page Number/ Link

Organizational Profile

GRI 102:
General
Disclosures
2016

102-1

3

102-44

102-2

3

Reporting Practices

102-3

http://www.ulker.com.tr/en/info/contact/address

102-45

2018 Annual Report

102-4

3

102-46

9

102-5

3

102-47

9

102-6

3

102-48

None

102-7

3

102-49

None

102-8

57

102-50

3

102-9

24-25

102-51

3

102-10

None

102-52

3

102-11

14

102-53

3

102-12

53

102-54

3

102-13

53

102-55

58-59

102-56

60-61

GRI 102:
General
Disclosures
2016

Strategy
102-14

2

102-15

7

Ethics and Integrity
102-16

5-6

102-17

15

Governance
102-18

2018 Annual Report

102-19

2018 Annual Report

102-20

13

102-36

http://ulkerbiskuviinvestorrelations.com/en/corporate-governance/remuneration-policy.aspx

GRI 200: Economic Standard Series
Economic Performance
GRI 201: Economic
Performance 2016

201-1

2018 Annual Report

204-1

24

205-2

15

205-3

15

Procurement Practices
GRI 204: Procurement
Practices 2016

Anti-Corruption
GRI 205: Anti-Corruption
2016

GRI

59
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Page Number/ Link
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

GRI 300: Economic Standard Series

301-1

21
GRI 401:
Employment
2016

302-1

17-19, 56

302-3

17-19, 56

302-4

17-19, 56

Water
GRI 303:
Water 2016

303-1

20, 56

303-3

20, 56

Emissions
GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

GRI 305:
Emissions
2016

103-1

17-19, 56

103-2

17-19, 56

103-3

17-19, 56

305-1

17-19, 56

305-2

17-19, 56

305-3

17-19, 56

305-4

17-19, 56

305-5

17-19, 56

305-7

17-19, 56

306-2

20, 56

Effluents and Waste
GRI 306: Effluents
and Waste 2016

Environmental Compliance
GRI 307: Environmental
Compliance 2016

57

401-2

57

401-3

57

GRI 403:
Occupational Health
and Safety 2016

103-1

42-43

103-2

42-43

103-3

42-43

403-1

42-43

403-2

42-43

403-3

42-43

404-1

39-40, 57

404-2

39-40

404-3

57

Training and Education
GRI 404: Training
and Education
2016

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
GRI 405: Diversity and
Equal Opportunity 2016

405-1

36, 57

416-1

46

Customer Health and Safety
GRI 416: Customer
Health and Safety 2016

Food Processing Sector Disclosures
Indicator

Page/ Direct Link

Product Responsibility
307-1

17, 18

Supplier Environmental Assesment
GRI 308: Supplier
Environmental Assesment
2016

401-1

Occupational Health and Safety
GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

308-1

24

ANNEXES

Page Number/ Link

Employment

Energy
GRI 302:
Energy 2016

LEADERSHIP

GRI 400: Social Standard Series

Materials
GRI 301:
Materials 2016

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

G4-FP5

46

G4-FP6

45,47, 48

G4-FP7

46
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